Books by Robert Dale Owen in the Vassar College Libraries

Record 1 of 17

The Crisis; or, The change from error and misery, to truth and happiness. London, B.D. Cousins.
Vol. 1, no. 1 (Apr. 14, 1832)-v. 2, no. 15 (Apr. 20, 1833)
CALL #       HX1 .A14.

Record 2 of 17

The Crisis and national co-operative trades' union and equitable labour exchange gazette. London.
Vol. 2, no. 16 (Apr. 27, 1833)-v. 4, no. 20 (Aug. 23, 1834)
CALL #       HX1 .A14.

Record 3 of 17

Owen, Robert Dale, 1801-1877.
CALL #       LA659.L3 O9 1824.

Record 4 of 17

Vol. 1, no. 1 (Oct. 1, 1825)-v. 3, no. 52 (Oct. 22, 1828)
LIBRARY HAS: VOL. 1 (1825)-V. 2 (1827) IN PRINT.
CALL #       HX1 .A12.

Record 5 of 17

Owen, Robert Dale, 1801-1877.
A sermon on loyalty; A remonstrance to God; and a sermon on free enquiry. New-York: Published at the office of the Free Enquirer [by Robert Dale Owen]. 1830.
CALL #       BL2747.5 .O94x.

Record 6 of 17

Owen, Robert Dale, 1801-1877.
CALL #       PS2509.08 P7.

Record 7 of 17
Owen, Robert Dale, 1801-1877.  
Hints on public architecture, containing, among other illustrations, views and plans of the Smithsonian Institution: together with an appendix relative to building materials. Prepared, on behalf of the Building Committee of the Smithsonian Institution, by Robert Dale Owen, chairman of the committee.  
New-York, Putnam, 1849.  
CALL # Quarto NA2540 .O9 1849.

Record 8 of 17

Owen, Robert Dale, 1801-1877.  
London: Published for James Watson, 1854.  

Record 9 of 17

Owen, Robert Dale, 1801-1877.  
Footfalls on the boundary of another world: with narrative illustrations / by Robert Dale Owen.  
CALL # BF1251 .O82.

Record 10 of 17

Owen, Robert Dale, 1801-1877.  
Emancipation is peace / by Robert Dale Owen.  
[New York : Loyal Publication Society, 1863]  
CALL # E458.3 .O965.

Record 11 of 17

Owen, Robert Dale, 1801-1877.  
The wrong of slavery, the right of emancipation, and the future of the African race in the United States.  
Philadelphia, Lippincott, 1864.  
CALL # E185 .O97.

Record 12 of 17

Greeley, Horace, 1811-1872.  
Recollections of a busy life: including reminiscences of American politics and politicians, from the opening of the Missouri contest to the downfall of slavery; to which are added miscellanies ... also, a discussion with Robert Dale Owen of the law of divorce. By Horace Greeley.  
New York, J.B. Ford and co.,; Boston, H. A. Brown & co.; [etc., etc.] [c1869]  
CALL # E415.9.G8 G809.

Record 13 of 17

Owen, Robert Dale, 1801-1877.  
Beyond the breakers. A story of the present day. By Robert Dale Owen.
Record 14 of 17

Owen, Robert Dale, 1801-1877.
The debatable land between this world and the next, with illustrative narrations; by Robert Dale Owen.
New York, G. W. Carleton & co.: [etc., etc.] 1872.
CALL # BF1251 .O75.

Record 15 of 17

Owen, Robert Dale, 1801-1877.
New York, G. W. Carleton, 1874.
CALL # F534.N5 O94.

Record 16 of 17

Birth control and morality in nineteenth century America; two discussions.

Record 17 of 17

Andrews, Stephen Pearl, 1812-1886.
Love, marriage and divorce, and the sovereignty of the individual... Divorce [by] Horace Greeley and Robert Dale Owen.
CALL # HQ536 .A537x.